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Introduction

The average smartphone user spends 2 hours and 20 minutes a day or 70

hours on social media apps every month and 55% of the population, or 4.33

billion people, have social media accounts. It is the most popular type of

internet service, responsible for hundreds of billions of interactions every day.

In the late 1990s, as the internet was moving to web 2.0 stage, several

online messaging and social networks launched with new multimedia

services, propelling them to new levels of popularity. LiveJournal was the

first on the scene in 1999, with MySpace, Facebook, Okrut and Bebo all

launching between 2003 and 2005.

The 2000s saw these social networks compete for more users, with

Facebook surpassing MySpace in 2008 to become the most popular social

network worldwide. Qzone and VK were both launched as clones of

Facebook for Chinese and Russian users. Twitter launched in 2006 and

Tumblr in 2007, both cast as “microblogging” platforms.

Apple’s iPhone brought new life into the social media landscape, leading to

the creation of apps like Instagram, Path, Snapchat, Keek and Vine in the

early 2010s. Facebook would struggle with mobile to begin with, but

acquisitions of Instagram in 2012 and WhatsApp in 2014 bolstered its

position as the most popular social networking company in the world.

As the social media market started to mature, fewer apps were launched

and several either folded (Google+, Orkut, Friendster) or were reworked by

new owners, in the case of MySpace and Bebo. The mid-2010s did see the

launch of video-first apps, such as Periscope and Musical.ly, the latter of

which was acquired by ByteDance in 2017 and merged into TikTok in 2018.

Social media continuously evolves and while there is less competition in

some areas, such as image sharing and finding friends, technology

advancement and new trends have kickstarted new sub-genres in the social
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media ecosystem. Clubhouse is the latest example of this, a live audio

platform which has gained momentum during the coronavirus lockdown.

Clubhouse’s popularity led to Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn all adding live

audio services to their own apps.
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Social App Financials

In this section, we will look at the financials of each app.

Social App Revenues

Facebook leads the way in revenue generation, responsible for 82% of total

revenues for the seven social apps featured in this chart. Each company

saw its revenues increase in 2020.

Social App Revenues in 2020 ($bn)

Note: Instagram revenue is an estimate. Facebook’s total does not include Instagram
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Quarterly and Annual Revenues

Five of the seven companies covered report financials every quarter,

Microsoft updates LinkedIn figures quarterly too. Due to TikTok’s popularity,

the financials of its parent ByteDance are regularly leaked.

Facebook Revenue

Facebook has consistently grown its revenue year-on-year. Over 90% of its

revenue generation is from its advertising business. Instagram is responsible

for an estimated 28% of all Facebook revenue in 2020.

Facebook quarterly revenue ($mm)

Facebook annual revenue ($mm)

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

1,974 3,711 5,089 7,872 12,466 17,333 25,788 36,545 45,468 52,911 61,895

Note: Yearly values do not include Instagram revenue, quarterly combines both
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Instagram Revenue

Facebook has grown Instagram’s ad platform from zero revenue to an

estimated $24 billion business in 2020. Revenues are not publicly disclosed,

however leaked internal documents reveal Instagram is responsible for 25 to

28% of Facebook’s revenue. This percentage has increased every year.

Instagram quarterly revenue ($mm)

Instagram annual revenue ($mm)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

595 1,850 4,108 10,370 17,786 24,070
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LinkedIn Revenue

LinkedIn has a different model to most social media companies, relying more

on users subscribing to premium services. Under Microsoft, LinkedIn has

grown its revenue at an average of 21.3% each year.

LinkedIn quarterly revenue ($mm)

LinkedIn annual revenue ($mm)

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

243 522 972 1,528 2,218 2,991 3,701 4,508 5,259 6,754 8,050
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Twitter Revenue

Twitter struggled in the mid-2010s, with revenues contracting by 3% in 2017.

It has reported three years of solid growth and new initiatives, including

subscriptions and paid features, may open up new revenue streams for the

social media company.

Twitter quarterly revenue ($mm)

Twitter annual revenue ($mm)

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

316 663 1,402 2,217 2,529 2,443 3,042 3,458 3,716
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Snapchat Revenue

In six years, Snapchat has built out its ad platform to be competitive in some

areas with Facebook, although overall revenues are still much lower. It has

increased revenues by 45% on average each year since 2018.

Snapchat quarterly revenue ($mm)

Snapchat annual revenue ($mm)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

59 403 823 1,178 1,714 2,505
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TikTok Revenue

TikTok revenues increased dramatically in 2020 by 457%, according to

leaked documents published by The Information and Reuters. It is still a

small part of ByteDance’s overall revenue, with the Chinese version, Douyin,

responsible for 60% of the $27 billion revenue generated in 2020.

TikTok quarterly revenue ($mm)

TikTok annual revenue ($mm)

2017 2018 2019 2020

62 150 350 1,950
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Pinterest Revenue

Pinterest takes up a smaller slice of the advertising pie, however, it has seen

revenues increase by 54.4% on average over the past four years. In Q4

2020, Pinterest reported $705 million revenue, solidifying itself as a prime

online shopping destination.

Pinterest quarterly revenue ($mm)

Pinterest annual revenue ($mm)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

96 298 472 756 1,143 1,693
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Average Revenue Per User

In this study, ARPU covers quarterly worldwide revenues. All social media

platforms have higher ARPU if only U.S. users are included, with Pinterest

and Snapchat struggling to generate $1 for the average international user.

Worldwide Average Revenue Per User 2020 ($)
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Annual ARPU Growth

Facebook’s revenue per user has consistently climbed year-on-year, placing

it far ahead of the pack. Twitter is the only company on this graph to see its

APRU fall, which may be partly why it does not reference this metric in its

financial statements. Snapchat is on track to surpass both Twitter and

LinkedIn in the next year.

Average Revenue Per User Growth 2010-2020 ($)

Note: This covers Q4 APRU values for each respective year
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Annual Growth

Apart from Twitter, all social media companies in this study have reported or

leaked documents have revealed year-on-year growth. Instagram’s growth

has offset some of Facebook’s decline.

Annual Revenue Growth 2011-2010 (%)
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Facebook 87 37 54 58 43 48 41 24 16 17

Instagram 210 122 152 71 35

LinkedIn 114 86 57 45 34 23 21 16 28 19

Twitter 109 111 58 14 -3 24 13 7

Snapchat 583 104 43 45 46

TikTok 141 133 457

Pinterest 210 58 60 51 48

Note: Facebook annual growth values are deflated due to incorporation of Instagram

growth. Original values for 2016 to 2020 were: 54, 47, 37, 26, 21
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Profits

Instagram, LinkedIn and TikTok are excluded from this section. We believe

Instagram and LinkedIn are profitable, while TikTok is most likely not,

however, we cannot accurately predict net income for these entities.

Facebook Profit

Facebook has seen rapid increases in net income over the past four years,

even with larger spend on R&D and virtual reality.

Facebook quarterly net income/loss ($mm)

Facebook annual net income ($mm)

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

606 1,000 53 1,500 2,940 3,688 10,217 15,934 22,122 18,485 29,146
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Twitter Profit

Twitter’s net income has been sporadic, however it started to see real

progress in 2018 with $1.2 billion in annual net income and $1.4 billion the

next year. The coronavirus pandemic has dented two years of growth,

although it managed to avoid slipping back into the red.

Twitter quarterly net income/loss ($mm)

Twitter annual net income/loss ($mm)

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

-67 -127 -77 -644 -576 -519 -455 -107 1,205 1,466 300

Note: In Q2 2020, Twitter reported a $1.1 billion loss on an oncash deferred tax asset. We

have excluded this loss*
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Snapchat Profit

Snapchat has reported a net loss for every quarter since it started publishing

financials, however, the net loss has contracted every year since 2017.

Annual and quarterly losses reached a peak in 2017, when Snapchat

reported $3.4 billion net loss for the year.

Snapchat quarterly net loss ($mm)

Snapchat annual net loss ($mm)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

-372 -514 -3,445 -1,255 -1,033 -944

Note: Snapchat incurred $2 billion net loss in Q1 2017, due to stock-based compensation

from going public. We have excluded this loss*
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Pinterest Profit

Pinterest reported its largest quarterly net income of $207 million in Q4

2020, however it failed to reach net income for the year total.

Pinterest quarterly net income/loss ($mm)

Pinterest annual net loss ($mm)

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

-182 -130 -62 -174 -128

Note: In Q2 2019, Pinterest went public and incurred a $1.16 billion net loss due to an

RSU expense. We have excluded this charge*
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Social App Usage

In this section, we will look at the usage statistics for each of the seven apps.

Social App Users

One of the key metrics for social media platforms is “active” users, although

each app’s description of active is slightly different. We will note these

differences in the chart title and axis.

Social App Users in 2020 (bn)
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Facebook Users

Facebook updates its daily and monthly active users figures quarterly. It is

the most used social media app in the world, with 1.8 billion people

accessing it daily and 2.8 billion accessing once a month.

Facebook daily active users (mm)
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Facebook monthly active users (mm)
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Instagram Users

Instagram does not update figures regularly, with the last update in Q2 2018

revealing the app had reached one billion users. We estimate that Instagram

is at 1.4 billion users worldwide as of Q1 2021, and there will likely be an

announcement once it reaches the 1.5 billion milestone.

Instagram monthly active users (mm)
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LinkedIn Users

LinkedIn figures cover the number of registered accounts instead of active

users. According to LinkedIn, 40 million users apply for jobs every week and

100 million job applications are sent per month.

LinkedIn registered accounts (mm)
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Twitter Users

In 2017, Twitter started using a different metric to report usage. Instead of

monthly active users, Twitter records ‘monetizable daily active users’

(mDAUs), which only include accounts which Twitter can generate revenue

from. This change is noted by the darker red hue after Q1 2017.

Twitter monthly active users and mDAUs (mm)
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Snapchat Users

Snapchat records daily active users (DAUs), which has increased every

quarter since Q1 2019. Snapchat stagnated during 2018, but has

rejuvenated its growth, primarily due to international markets.

Snapchat daily active users (mm)
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TikTok Users

TikTok has seen rapid growth over the past two years and was the most

downloaded app in 2020. It did suffer slightly in Q3 2020, after India banned

the app. At the time, TikTok had over 150 million users in India. We estimate

that TikTok will have 1.2 billion monthly active users by Q4 2021.

TikTok monthly active users (mm)
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Pinterest Users

Pinterest has steadily increased its monthly active users each year, with a

slight dip in Q2 2018. Pinterest saw significant growth in 2020 during the

coronavirus pandemic, as it added 92 million MAUs.

Pinterest monthly active users (mm)
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Average Time Spent

TikTok has overtaken Facebook to become the social media platform with

the highest average time spent. Its algorithmic feed, based on the user's

interests, is considered the reasoning for this higher average time spent.

Average Minutes Spent Per Day on Social Media Platform
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Social App Demographics

In this section, we will look at various demographics for each social app.

App Users by Country

Facebook Users by Country

68% of all Indian internet users have a Facebook account, and the country

accounted for 11% of Facebook’s total users in 2020. In Brazil and

Indonesia, over 90% of internet users have a Facebook account.

Facebook users by country (mm)
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Instagram Users by Country

The majority of Instagram’s growth in the past two years has come from low

and middle-income countries, such as Brazil, India, Indonesia and Russia.

Indian usage is expected to surpass the US by the end of 2021.

Instagram users by country (mm)
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LinkedIn Users by Country

24% of LinkedIn users are from the United States, by far LinkedIn’s most

popular country. LinkedIn has over 50 million users in Mainland China, the

most of any social network in the West, but still low in comparison to other

social media platforms in China, five of which have over 500 million users.

LinkedIn users by country (mm)
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Twitter Users by Country

Twitter has the highest proportion of Japanese users out of all social media

platforms in this study. It has not seen as much growth in developing nations,

in comparison to Facebook and Instagram.

Twitter users by country (mm)
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Snapchat Users by Country

Snapchat has seen its popularity in Europe and the Middle East grow over

the past two years, as usage in the United States has started to stagnate.

Snapchat users by country (mm)
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TikTok Users by Country

TikTok values do not include Mainland China, as ByteDance operates a

separate app called Douyin in the country. TikTok had 190 million users in

India, before it was banned in June 2020.

TikTok users by country (mm)
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Pinterest Users by Country

Pinterest has seen its international audience grow in the past year, and the

demographics provided by Hootsuite may be devaluating international

numbers slightly. That said, Pinterest is still primarily a US-app, with the

United States responsible for the majority of revenue and content creation.

Pinterest users by country (mm)
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App Users by Age

Facebook Users by Age

While Facebook was originally an app for college students, its average age

has increased every year as more people join the platform. Teenagers have

also migrated to newer apps, such as Instagram and Snapchat, for most of

their social interactions.

Facebook Users by Age (%)
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Instagram Users by Age

In comparison to Facebook, Instagram’s audience is younger, however the

average age is still higher than Snapchat and TikTok.

Instagram Users by Age (%)
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LinkedIn Users by Age

The vast majority of LinkedIn users are between the ages of 25-34, which is

the second highest age bracket in employment in the UK and US.

LinkedIn Users by Age (%)
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Twitter Users by Age

Twitter has near parity with the three main age groups: 18-24, 25-34 and

35-49. Twitter has also seen its average age increase in the past few years,

with the 35-49 age group becoming the largest.

Twitter Users by Age (%)
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Snapchat Users by Age

Snapchat has a large 13-17 age audience, in comparison to all other social

media platforms. In comparison to Facebook and Instagram, it has kept

similar demographics to when it first launched.

Snapchat Users by Age (%)
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TikTok Users by Age

TikTok has seen its adult audience grow rapidly in the past two years. In

2017, over 40% of Musical.ly’s audience was under 18 and 90% was under

25 years old. In France, Japan and the US, over 50% of TikTok’s user base

is under 25.

TikTok Users by Age (%)
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Pinterest Users by Age

Pinterest has one of the uniform age splits, with each age bracket

representing over 15% of total users.

Pinterest Users by Age (%)
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App Users by Gender

Instagram is the closest to gender parity, with a 49.2-50.8% split. Twitter has

the highest percentage male audience at 68.5%, while 77% of Pinterest

users are female.

App Users by Gender 2020 (%)
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Facebook Users by Gender

As the largest social media platform, it is somewhat surprising that Facebook

does not have closer gender parity. Facebook gender split has increased

over the past two years, it was at 46-54% in 2018.

Facebook Users by Gender (%)
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Instagram Users by Gender

Instagram has the closest parity of any of the seven apps referenced in the

study. It has maintained a close gender split in the past few years, although

for the first few years it had a higher percentage of female users.

Instagram Users by Gender (%)
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LinkedIn Users by Gender

LinkedIn has the second highest percentage of male users, at 56.9%. This

figure has declined in recent years, from a high of 63% in 2018.

LinkedIn Users by Gender (%)
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Twitter Users by Gender

Twitter has the highest percentage of male users, at 68.5%. A separate

study by the University of Pennsylvania found that female accounts have

half as many followers as male.

Twitter Users by Gender (%)
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Snapchat Users by Gender

Snapchat is one of the few social apps with a majority of users being female.

In 2020, that figure stood at 57.4%, which is down from previous years when

it was more than 60% female.

Snapchat Users by Gender (%)
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TikTok Users by Gender

In some countries, over 75% of TikTok users are female. Since 2019, the

percentage of users who are male has increased, as it has shifted from

dancing and lip-syncing to all forms of content.

TikTok Users by Gender (%)
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Pinterest Users by Gender

Pinterest has by far the highest percentage of female users out of all social

apps barring some niche forums made specifically for women. That

percentage does not appear to be lowering either, even as Pinterest adds

more users.

Pinterest Users by Gender (%)
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Conclusion

Even though Facebook has cemented itself as the social network for all

types of users, it seems unlikely it will be able to acquire its way to another

breakthrough like Instagram, as antitrust departments in the US and EU

continue to scrutinise the social media giant.

Through Instagram, it has managed to slow Snapchat’s growth, however this

act of copying the latest trend may also not work out in the future, as we

have seen with Instagram Reels and Live Audio Rooms. All of the

established players are more willing to test out new trends however, as we

saw with Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat and LinkedIn all testing live audio.

Even though Twitter, Snapchat and Pinterest may not reach the heights of

Facebook, they are still able to be successful companies with unique

experiences for their users. All seven apps don’t appear to be in danger of

failing, like MySpace or Bebo did once Facebook clearly took the lead.

The success and excitement surrounding Clubhouse also shows that the

social media market is not closed and upstarts can use their nimbleness to

compete with established brands. The introduction of augmented and virtual

reality, alongside new types of hybrid-format social experiences, should be

the catalyst for a whole new generation of social media apps. We can see

the beginnings of these trends with Roblox and Oculus.

Notes

* One time charges or losses due to the company going public distort the charts by not

providing an accurate assessment of the business during that quarter. We have also

removed them to make visualisations of each quarter clearer.


